
Traditional penetration tests have an essential role in IT 
security today; however, there are some limitations to it. For 
example, professional penetration testers follow a standard 
methodology, conduct similar testing for each assessment.



To get better results, you need motivated ethical hackers who 
will test your application beyond a standard checklist in 
order to find hidden weaknesses. With Penetration Testing as a 
Service, the result is an in-depth assessment of weaknesses 
and truth about how well prepared you are for a real-life 
attack.

Hackrate Pentest AS a Service 

KEY BENEFITS

In-depth assessment

The global community of motivated, ethical hackers with a more diverse 
skillset can provide much better results than traditional pentests. Our ethical 
hackers hold industry-recognized certifications such as OSCP, OSCE, CISSP, 
and CEH.

 Flexibility


With PenTest as a Service, you can choose from a great variety of testing 
services, from a web app and mobile app testing to API testing. Our team gives 
you support during the planning process and we make sure that the testing can 
start within a few days.

 Real-time visibility

Access the reported vulnerabilities immediately via our platform. We help you to 
determine the severity of bugs and we make sure that you only receive accurate 
reports. With Hackrate, you can keep vulnerability reports centralized and easily 
manageable.

 Ensure compliance

By testing your security capabilities regularly, we help you to comply with 
security standards and regulations.

 Verified Hackers

To provide a group of selected and verified ethical hackers, we are using Onfido 
verification services.

KEY FEATURES

Effective

Our service can be at least two times more cost-effective than hiring external 
security research to identify vulnerabilities.



Confidential

The security testing is an "invitation-only" type of service. Testing is only 
accessible to a selected group of hackers (usually 5-20 ethical hackers).



Fast

The suggested length of the security testing is one month, but the first 
vulnerabilities are usually found within the first few hours.



The Bug Bounty Platform



PRICINGOur approach

Suggested package

Pentest as a Service


1 month platform subscription 


Private Bug Bounty Program 


Report validation service


5-20 invited hackers




+ Consultancy service


+ Cost control feature


+ Ethical hacker verification

Definition of the scope 

Definition of the company’s objectives and requirements, especially 
what is in the scope, what are the rewards for the reported 
vulnerabilities, and the number of hackers invited to the program.

Preparation for testing 

Finalization of the testing plan provided by Hackrate, which contains 
the timeline and the rules of the security testing. For example, which 
kind of vulnerabilities are considered accepted.

Testing and reporting

Hackrate launch the program. During the testing, ethical hackers submit 
bug reports with the details on how to exploit the bug. Our team verifies 
the reports, and you receive the vulnerabilities immediately via our 
platform.

Remediation of risks

After the validation of the vulnerability reports submitted on the bug 
bounty platform, your company can start the resolution of identified 
risks with the help of ethical hackers.
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Contact us

The Bug Bounty Platform


